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Abstract- Small control computers, running a kind of Fuzzy controller, are more and more used in many systems from household machines to large industrial systems. The purpose of this paper is firstly to describe a tool that is easy to use for implementing self learning Fuzzy systems, that can be executed in a large group of micro computers and secondly to illustrate the use of the tool by an example. The tool is called FuNNy. FuNNy generates Fuzzy systems and consists of a compiler and a C learning library. The compiler translates a Fuzzy system (written in a dedicated language, called FuNNy language) to C. The C learning library contains the learning algorithm. The generated C code is simple standard C and therefore it can be applied to all computers which can be programmed in C. The learning algorithm is a gradient descend method based on a numerical calculation of the gradient. The input fuzzyfication can be described by four different kinds of membership functions. The output fuzzyfication is based on singletons. The rule base can be written in a natural language. The result of the learning is a new version of the Fuzzy system described in the FuNNy language. A simple shower control example is shown.  This example shows that FuNNy is able to control the shower and that the learning is able to optimize the Fuzzy system.
I.	INTRODUCTION
Fuzzy sets and Fuzzy Control have been used in many applications since Zadeh, in 1965 [1], described the Fuzzy sets and  Mamdani et all, in 1974 [2], described and used Fuzzy sets for control purpose. Fuzzy sets for control is often called Fuzzy Control. Another way of doing non-linear MIMO(Multi-Input, Multi-Output) control is the use of ANN (Artificial Neural Networks). The main difference between ANN and Fuzzy systems is that ANN are based on data driven learning and that Fuzzy systems are based on previous knowledge, described in Fuzzy logic terms. Many scientists around the world have combined Fuzzy systems with the data driven learning methods known from ANN. This combination is often called NeuroFuzzy systems. One of the best known of these combinations is the NeuroFuzzy system called ANFIS [3]. These combined systems, fx ANFIS, have been used in many different cases. For instance [4], [5], [6] or [7]. One of the main advantages of combining Fuzzy systems and learning methods is that it becomes possible to use both previous knowledge and data based learning. Previous knowledge is used to build a good starting guess, or in other words a Fuzzy system, that describes, what the programmer knows about the system. Then the Fuzzy system can be optimized by mean of measured input/output relations. By combining previous knowledge with measured input/output data it is often possible to make a system, which inter- and extrapolates better than a pure ANN system. Another advantage, of these combined systems, is that they often are more precise than pure Fuzzy systems, because the learning algorithm makes a better solution possible. 
The tool FuNNy [7] is an easy to use neuron-fuzzy system, which can be used for designing Fuzzy controllers. The purpose of this paper is both to describe the use of this tool and to lay down a simple method, when it is used as a learning controller. A shower process is described and used to illustrate this idea. 
II.	The Funny tool

The FuNNy tool can be divided into three different components: The language FuNNy, the compiler and the learning algorithms.



Fig: 1 The using structure of the FuNNy tool.

Figure 1 shows the different components of the FuNNy tool and which steps to go through when using the tool.
The steps from the previous knowledge to a final Fuzzy system:
1.	Write a Fuzzy system in the FuNNy language, based on the previous knowledge. In Figure 1 this step is the FuNNy application.
2.	Compile the FuNNy application with the FuNNy compiler to a C-program that is the resulting Fuzzy system.
3.	Use this C program and the FuNNy learning library to build a learning application.
4.	Use this learning application to generate a new definition part of the FuNNy application, which describes the adjusted Fuzzy system.
5.	Merge the new definition part and the old rule part together to a new FuNNy application.
6.	Compile this new FuNNy application with the FuNNy compiler and get a new C program, which implements the adjusted Fuzzy system.
7.	Use the Fuzzy system, given by the new C-program. If the Fuzzy system does not perform as expected, then go to step 3.


The FuNNy language

The FuNNy language consists of two parts: A definition part and a rule part. The definition part specifies the fuzzyfication of input and output.
 
temp: input;
flow: input;

cold temp: sigmoid(25.0,a,33.0,a,1.0,c);
middle temp: bell(33.0,c, 2.0,a, 1.0,c);
hot temp: sigmoid(40.0,a,33.0,a, 1.0,c);

to_little flow:
   sigmoid(0.0,a,0.5,a,1.0,c);
to_much flow:
   sigmoid(1.0,a,0.5,a,1.0,c);

down       cold_water: output(-0.02,a);
no_change  cold_water: output( 0,c);
up         cold_water: output( 0.02,a);

The definition part begins with a declaration of the input linguistic variables. In this example these inputs are temp and flow. Then the definition of the linguistic values follows: cold, middle and hot for the temperature and to_little and to_much for the flow. The last part is the definition of the output linguistic variables and their values. The output linguistic variables: cold_water and three values: down, no_change and up.
Each linguistic value is given by a membership function. The input can be defined by four different types of membership functions and the output is always defined by singletons.
The input membership functions are:

The Trapeze: trapez(a,A,b,A,c,A,d,A,e,A) where A is the adaptation flag. This flag can be set to a or c. If the flag is set to a, the preceding parameter will be adjusted by the learning algorithm otherwise the parameter will not be affected. For the meaning of the parameters a,b,c,d,e see figure: 2.

Fig: 2 The Trapeze-membership function.


The three other membership functions are the triangular- , the sigmoid- and the bell-function. 
The adaptation flag gives the opportunity to make a much more understandable result of the learning. For instance you can ask the Fuzzy system ´´if coll is given by ...´´ what is then the optimal choice for ´´hot´´. Another advantage, of the flexible selection of adjusted parameters, is that it often is possible to investigate the information in the learning data with respect to the different parts of the Fuzzy model. It is also possible to extract information’s about, where in the working area to collect more data. Another advantage is that some parameters have to be fixed. For instance no_change is equal to Zero, and middle temperature shall be 33 degrees.

The definition part is followed by the rule part. Each rule consists of an if part (the antecedent) and a then part (the consequent). 
The antecedent consists of one or more logical expressions. It is possible to use the logical operator and or  to combine logical expressions. The brackets () can be used to group the logical expressions. The and operator is based on the min-operation and the or operator is based on the max-operation. The linguistic hedge not, very, extremely and more_or_less can be used to manipulate the linguistic values [8].  

The two following rules are a part of a shower controller:

if temp is hot and flow is not to_much 
then cold_water is down

if temp is cold and flow is not to_little
then cold_water is up

The implication is done by the min-operation. The rule if x is A then y is B where A is given by A, and B is given by B, then the implication rule(y) is given by rule(y)= min(A(x), B(y)). x is a known value, because it is the input. B(y) is a singleton, so rule(y) is also a singleton.

The rule inference is done by height defuzzyfication.

Where: N is the number of rules, bi is the height of the output singleton given by rule(y), and ai is the parameter from the output membership function used in the rules and defined in the definition part.


Learning

The parameters of the FuNNy system can be adapted by a learning algorithm. This, of course, requires that the learning algorithm is stable and able to adjust the parameters with respect to a performance function. The performance function, P(w), is the squared prediction error between the desired output and real output. The Fuzzy system described by the FuNNy language consists of some strong non-linearity’s and some discontinuities in the derivative of the output. This means that it is very complex, if not impossible, to use at traditional gradient-descent method based on the mathematical derivation of the output. FuNNy learning is based on a numerical calculation of the gradient and by means of that over coming many of the problems with the mathematical solution. 
The calculation of the gradient is based on two point numerical derivation of the gradient given by equ: 1. This numerical derivation method is efficient to calculate and furthermore gives a good estimation near the minimum.


(1)

where  is the squared output error for the i'th sample in the learning data  is the j'th parameter.

The adjustment of the j'th parameter, given the i'th input/desired-output data point, is done by equ: 2.

           (2)

Where  is chosen to a small value ex 0.01.


The shower example:

An ordinary shower is illustrated on figure: 3, where:
 is the flow of cold water.
 is the flow of hot water.
 is the temperature of cold water.
 is the temperature of hot water.
 is the output flow.
 is the output temperature.

Fig: 3 The shower process.

The discrete model is described by equ: 3. where the sampling time is given by the transport time from the control input to the outlet. It is assumed that: 
	The inlet flows can be set by the controller.
	Heat capacities of the pipes are zero.
	The outlet flow and the temperature can be measured precisely.
	There is an ideal mixing of the hot and the cold water.
	The heat capacity of the water is a constant.

                 (3)
Where n is the sample number and the sampling time is equal to the transport time of the water from the valves to the outlet.

III.	The Fuzzy Controller

The Fuzzy controller used for controlling the shower has four inputs. The temperature change since the last measurement of the cold and the hot water is given by:  As output the controller gives an increase/decrease signal to the flow valves of hot or cold water: 


Fig: 4 The shower controller.

The setup of the shower controller, based on previous knowledge:

The definition part:
cold   tout: sigmoid(25.0,a, 33.0,a, 1.0,c);
middle tout: triangle(28.0,a, 33.0,c, 38.0,a, 1.0,c);
hot    tout: sigmoid(40.0,a, 33.0,a, 1.0,c);

down   dtcold: sigmoid(-5.0,a, 0.0,a, 1.0,c);
up     dtcold: sigmoid(5.0,a, 0.0,a, 1.0,c);

down   dthot: sigmoid(-5.0,a, 0.0,a, 1.0,c);
up     dthot: sigmoid(5.0,a, 0.0,a, 1.0,c);

to_little vout: sigmoid(1.0,c, 5.0,c, 1.0,c);
to_much   vout: sigmoid(5.0,c, 1.0,c, 1.0,c);

big_down   dvc: output(-0.5,a);
small_down dvc: output(-0.2,a);
no_change  dvc: output( 0,c);
small_up   dvc: output( 0.2,a);
big_up     dvc: output( 0.5,a);

big_down   dvh: output(-0.5,a);
small_down dvh: output(-0.2,a);
no_change  dvh: output( 0,c);
small_up   dvh: output( 0.2,a);
big_up     dvh: output( 0.5,a);

And the rule part:
if tout is hot  and vout is to_little 
                     then dvh is small_down
if tout is hot  and vout is to_little 
                     then dvc is big_up

if tout is cold  and vout is to_little 
                     then dvh is big_up
if tout is cold  and vout is to_little 
                     then dvc is no_change

if tout is hot  and vout is to_much 
                     then dvh is big_down
if tout is hot  and vout is to_much 
                     then dvc is small_up

if tout is cold  and vout is to_much 
                     then dvh is no_change
if tout is cold  and vout is to_much 
                     then dvc is big_down


if tout is middle    then dvh is no_change
if tout is middle    then dvc is no_change

if vout is to_little then dvc is small_up
if vout is to_much   then dvc is small_down

if vout is to_little then dvh is small_up
if vout is to_much   then dvh is small_down

if dtcold is up then dvh is small_down
if dtcold is up then dvc is small_up

if dtcold is down then dvh is small_up
if dtcold is down then dvc is small_down

if dthot is up then dvh is small_down
if dthot is up then dvc is small_up

if dthot is down then dvh is small_up
if dthot is down then dvc is small_down

Where: 	tout is the fuzzy variable from 
	vout is the fuzzy variable from 
	dtcold is the fuzzy variable from 
	dthot is the fuzzy variable from 
	dvc is the fuzzy variable from 
	dvh is the fuzzy variable from 

Figure 4 shows the response, from the shower, after a short initial sequence, where the water is turned on.  After turning on the water, the temperature reaches 33 degrees within 3 samples and the water flow reaches 3 l/min within 12 samples. After this initial sequence the controller tries to keep the temperature and the flow at this level. The figure shows that the sum of vc and vh is nearly 3 l/min all the time. This means that the flow part of the controller is functioning very well. The more important part, the temperature of the water outlet, isn’t controlled that well. The temperature varies from 30 to 36 degrees. The temperature of the inlets tc and th are the disturbances. The figure shows that the controller tries to keep the temperature at 33 degrees, but when there is a step in the disturbances, the controller isn’t capable to  compensate for this. This means, that the meaning of one or more of the linguistic values: dtcold, dthot, small_up or small_down isn’t choosen to an optimal value.




Fig: 5 Top figure: The response from the controlled shower in the start of the learning sequence. Bottom figure: The disturbance.

The learning configuration:

Adjustment of the parameters in the adaptive controller can be done in many ways. Often some kind of model, of the controlled system, is required. Here a very simple model, of the system, is used. This model is only a sign matrix, which tells, what happened when turning up and down the two inputs. This sign matrix Ms is given by: 

The error on the output from the process  = [et , ev ]: where ev = 3 – vo and et = 33 – to.  is propagated back to the output from the controller:, by mean of the sign matrix. 
where means that is calculated by a normal multiplication, where the sign in is exchanges with small constants with the same signs. In this case these constants are 0.1  The learning is done online, which means that the controller controls the system, and that is used to calculate  for each new sample. Thereafter equ. 1 and 2 are used to update the parameters of the controller. is set to 0.01  After 9020 samples the definition part of the funny language looks like this:

cold   tout:sigmoid(25.03,a,33.19,a, 1.0,c );
middle tout:triangle(28.01,a,33.00,c,37.95,a,1.0,c );
hot    tout:sigmoid(39.92,a, 32.74,a, 1.0,c );


big_down	dvc: output(-0.62,a );
small_down	dvc: output(-0.76,a );
no_change	dvc: output(0.0,c );
small_up	dvc: output(0.77,a );
big_up         dvc: output(0.84,a );

big_down	dvh: output(-0.81,a );
small_down	dvh: output(-0.76,a );
no_change	dvh: output(0.000000,c );
small_up	dvh: output(0.76,a );
big_up         dvh: output(0.65,a );

The rest of the definitions haven’t changed significant. The terms cold, hot and middle only changed a little. This means that the initial meaning of these values were suitable.  The meaning of big and small, up and down for the two outputs weren’t the optimal choice from the beginning. These values should be nearly the same and something between 0.6 and 0.85.

Fig: 6 The response from the controls shower after 9020 samples.

Figure 6 shows the temperature and the water flows after 9020 learning steps. The temperature is controlled much better. The standard deviation for the temperature from sample 9020 to 9119 is 0.375  In the start of the learning sequence from sample 20 to 119 the standard deviation was 1.19  Another benefit of the adjustment of the controller is, that the valves are much more steady after the learning. This is because the controller is much better to set the flows to the right values using the disturbances as feed-forwards. At the sample 9100 there is still a peak on the temperature. At this point both the hot and the cold water temperature increases with 5 degrees. This double increase of the temperature only occurs one time for each 100 samples, and because of that the learning is more influenced of the other increase/decrease situation than this single double increase. A method to make this double increase better is to have more double step in the learning data or to dedicate a rule in the Fuzzy controller to this specific situation.

IV.	 Conclusion

The FuNNy system is a self learning Fuzzy system. The programming and the learning of the FuNNy system are done by the FuNNy compiler and the C-library. The FuNNY compiler translates a Fuzzy system written in the FuNNy language to a C program. This C program contains only standard C code, and therefore it can be applied to all ordinary micro computers. 
It is possible to select which of the parameters that are going to be adjusted by the learning algorithm. The learning algorithm is based on a gradient decent method. The FuNNy system is used for controlling a shower. The initial controller is based on common sense and performs relatively well but it is obvious that a better choice of the parameters exist. An online learning is performed based on a simple model of the system. After 9000 samples the performance of the controller is increased and gives under the circumstances nearly an optimal temperature output. Primarily it was the description of the singleton in the output, which was wrong from the beginning of the control sequence. The result of the learning can directly be interpreted from the learning output (The new definition part). 
The FuNNy system can be found on the webpage: www.control.aau.dk/~ppm/FuNNy. 
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